Abstract: A multiwavelength Brillouin-erbium fiber laser (MBEFL) temperature sensor with high and tunable sensitivity has been developed and experimentally demonstrated in this paper. Owing to rigid Brillouin frequency shift spacing of MBEFLs, MBEFLs are very suitable for temperature sensing and can be used to realize high and tunable sensing sensitivity. By monitoring the center frequency shift of the beat signal spectrum of the two same-order Brillouin Stokes waves coming from the sensing MBEFL and the reference one, the high and tunable sensitivity has been realized. The proposed tunable temperature sensor realizes a finer tuning step. It shows a high stability and provides a sensing sensitivity of 13.08 MHz= C and a tuning step of 1.09 MHz= C. At 12th-order sensitivity, the temperature error is about 0:23 C ðAE0:115 CÞ, and the temperature resolution is about 0.765 C.
Introduction
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) in optical fiber originates from an injected pump laser interaction with propagating acoustic waves excited by the pump along the fiber, giving rise to a frequency downshifted Brillouin Stokes(BS) wave which is backward propagating from the Brillouin pump (BP) [1] . SBS in optical fiber, as a common nonlinear optical effect holding some unique features, such as Brillouin frequency shift (BFS), is linearly dependent on temperature or strain applied to optical fiber and has extensive applications, such as fiber lasers [2] , slow light optical delaying [3] , fiber-optic sensing [4] , microwave photonics [5] - [7] , and so on. With the dramatically increasing research on fiber technology, the research on some advanced photonic technologies such as fiber lasers and microwave photonics technology has started to help realize novel fiberoptic sensors [8] - [11] . Among them, the fiber laser sensors based on electrical domain detection through fiber lasers beating frequency technology have attracted a lot of attention recently. There are several reported structures, such as fiber laser sensors based on erbium-doped fiber lasers (EDFLs) with fiber Bragg grating (FBG) for transverse force [12] , ultrasonic [13] , strain [14] , vibration [15] , liquid-level [16] and temperature [17] sensing, and based on Brillouin fiber lasers (BFLs) for temperature sensing [18] , [19] . As for practical applications of the Brillouin fiber laser sensors, high and tunable sensitivity are of important performances which should be taken into consideration. SBS-based multiwavelength fiber lasers, due to the rigid Brillouin frequency spacing, narrow linewidth and easy compatibility with other optical fiber components, are very suitable for high and tunable sensitivity temperature sensing applications. Recently, Lezzi et al. [20] firstly proposed a high-sensitivity temperature sensing technology based on high even-order BS waves generated from double-BFS spaced MBEFL.
In this paper, we employ a simple single-BFS spaced MBEFL to implement tunable and high sensitivity temperature sensing. Our method is similar to the one in [20] , but the difference between the two is that single-BFS spaced MBEFL is adopted in the proposed laser sensor. Single-BFS spacing can realize finer tuning step. Additionally, it also can be used to obtain high sensitivity by the use of high-order BS beat frequency signals. In the sensing schematic, a narrowband tunable optical filter (NB-TOF) with bandwidth of 0.1 nm and tunable center wavelength is employed to select the desired BS-pair from the sensing MBEFL and the reference one. Selecting a single BS-pair to beat, the signal-to-noise ratio of the beat frequency signal will be higher. In addition, it is more convenient to monitor the signals. The measurements show a high sensitivity of 13.08 MHz= C and a tunable sensitivity with the step of 1.09 MHz= C. At the 12th-order sensitivity, the measured temperature error is about 0:23 C ðAE0:115 CÞ and the temperature resolution is about 0.765 C under the temperature variation of 40 C.
Experimental Set-Up
Fig . 1 shows the experimental setup of the temperature sensor. As shown in Fig. 1 , a tunable laser source (TLS) is divided into two branches with a 3 dB fiber coupler, which is used as the BPs of the sensing MBEFL and the reference one, respectively. In the experimental setup, the BPs for the two MBEFLs are firstly amplified by the two erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA1 and EDFA2) before they are injected into one end of the two single-mode fibers (SMF1 and SMF2), respectively. The two SMFs are $25 km long and hold identical BFS. The other end of the SMF1 connects a fiber Sagnac loop reflecting mirror formed by a 3 dB fiber coupler. The reflecting mirror can help to reduce the BP threshold. Once the injected BP power exceeds the Brillouin threshold of the fiber, the frequency-downshifted first-order Brillouin Stokes signal will generate in the fiber and will propagate backwards from the BP. And the BFS f B is determined by the effective refractive index of the fiber n e , the velocity of the acoustic V a and the pump wavelength BP . These relations are given by where f BP and f 1 BS are the frequencies of the BP and the first-order BS, respectively. The generated 1st order BS is exacted from port 3 of the circulator and is divided into two portions using a fiber coupler with split ration of 10:90. The 90% leg is re-combined with the BP using a 3 dB fiber coupler and is used to excite the higher-order BS until the BP power is less than the Brillouin threshold. While cascaded SBS is taken into consideration, (2) can be modified by (3), shown below i.e., the frequency of the kth-order BS is given by
The 10% leg is used as the output port of the upper branch optical signal. The upper branch is used as the sensing arm and the wholly symmetrical lower branch is used as the reference arm. In the experimental setup, we choose two-spool fibers with identical BFS (in our case, 10.886 GHz) in two cavities for avoiding the large offsets of beat signals, and therefore, it is convenient to observe and analyze the beat signals. The reference arm was placed on the optical platform in the laboratory, operating at room temperature (26.8 C). The sensing arm was placed inside a temperature control chamber with a resolution of 0.1 C. Based upon above conditions, we performed a series of measurements. During the experiments, the TLS output wavelength is set 1549.354 nm and the power is fixed at 6 dBm. The output powers of the EDFA1 and the EDFA2 are both set 20 dBm. The temperature was changed from 46.8 C up to 96.8 C with the step of 10 C. After that, the outputs of the two branches are combined with a 3 dB fiber coupler and filtered by a narrow-band tunable NB-TOF with bandwidth of 0.1 nm. The filtered optical signal is converted to electrical signal by a photo-detector. The output of the optical signal is observed by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with the resolution of 0.01 nm and the electrical signal is observed and analyzed by an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA).
As we know, f B presents a linear relationship with the temperature variance while only temperature changes ÁT are taken into account. The relationships are given by
where f B0 is the initial BFS at room temperature, and C T is the temperature coefficients of the BFS. It can be derived from (3) and (4) that, through beating the kth-order BS-pair of the sensing signal and the reference signal (f k Beat signal ) to achieve temperature sensing, a higher (k times one-order sensitivity) and selectable sensitivity (C
can be realized.
Results and Discussion
Fig . 2 shows a measured sensing multiwavelength Brillouin comb and the corresponding reference one. The two multiwavelength Brillouin combs hold identical wavelength spacing. The larger the BP and the EDFA power, the greater the number of the BS, and the more stable the BS will be. In our case, 13 stable wavelengths were generated in the two MBEFLs. The TOF transmission spectrum is also shown in Fig. 2 . Thanks to the ultra-narrow bandwidth of the NB-TOF, 0.1 nm, it is easy to select every BS-pair from the two combined multiwavelengths. The stability of the MBEFL is very important for the system performance. Therefore, we first observed the stability of the output multiwavelengths of the sensing MBEFL and that of the reference MBEFL, respectively. Due to the same structure for the sensing arm and the reference arm, their stabilities are mostly of sameness. Fig. 3 provides the repeatedly scanned reference multiwavelengths in twenty-four minutes with 3-minute interval under the aforementioned experimental conditions. In the experiments, we found the power fluctuation of the two multiwavelengths were both less than 1 dBm, and we didn't observe the obvious wavelength drift.
As for the measurement of temperature, the TOF is tuned to select the BS-pair from the 1st-order to the 12th-order and the beat frequency signals were recorded by the ESA. In our experiments, each measurement step consisted of a period of 5 minutes. Fig. 4 shows a group of tunable beat signals corresponding to different orders of the BS-pair under the temperatures of 20 C and 70 C for comparison. Fig. 5 shows another group of tunable beat signals corresponding to different temperature variation under the first-order BS-pair and the 12th-order BS-pair for comparison. In each sub-graph of Figs. 4 and 5, the left peak close to longitudinal axis is the sum of DC noise from the ESA and the beat frequency introduced from the slightly BFS difference of the two SMFs, the right peak is the beat frequency signal of the BS-pair selected. Fig. 4 shows that at each temperature variation (from 20 C to 70 C) or the practical temperature (from 46.8 C to 96.8 C), the beat frequency signal intensity (or signal-to-noise ratio) decreases with the order of the BS increasing. These results fit in well with the optical Fig. 3 . Repeatedly scanned reference multiwavelengths with 3-min interval in 24 minutes at room temperature.
intensity of each BS in Fig. 2 , which the optical intensity decreases with the order of the BS increasing. As can be seen clearly from the beat frequency signals, the signal-to-noise ratio of the beat frequency signal of the 12th-order BS-pair is about 20 dB. As for the lower order BS-pairs, the signal-to-noise ratios are higher than 20 dB. In Fig. 5 , corresponding to each order BS-pair, however, the beat signal intensities are uniform at every temperature variation ÁT . This means that the signal-to-noise ratio is stable and is independent on the temperature variation. As shown in Fig. 4 , at the same temperature variation ÁT , the higher the order k that is used, the larger the beat frequency f k Beat signal that will be generated, and the higher the sensitivity C k T that will be realized. Also, as shown in Fig. 5 , at the same BS's order k , the larger the temperature variation ÁT that is applied, the larger beat frequency f k Beat signal that will be generated, and the higher the sensitivity C k T that will be realized. These relationships can also be seen clearly from (5). Based upon the above measurements, Fig. 6 shows the results of the temperature dependence of the beat frequency of all order BS-pairs, measured by using a time averaging technique in our experiments. The symbols represent the measured beat frequencies corresponding to each order BS-pair at different temperatures. Also, the 12 slope lines are the plots of the measurements. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the beat frequencies of all order BS-pairs are linear with respect to temperature, which is in good agreement with the theory. The slopes of the linear fitting lines are from 1.09 MHz= C to 13.08 MHz= C. This means the temperature sensing sensitivities are tuned from one-order sensitivity to 12th-order sensitivity by the step of one order BFS temperature coefficient 1.09 MHz= C and the sensing sensitivity is 12 times one-order BFS temperature sensitivity.
The stability of the beat frequency signal is also very important for the performance of the temperature sensor. The frequency fluctuation and the power fluctuation of the beat frequency signals were investigated. It is known that the MBEFLs in the system are multi-longitudinal-mode fiber lasers. There exists mode competition and mode-hopping in the cavities. This can broaden the Brillouin gain spectra or the linewidths of all the BSs, and induce a larger linewidth of the beat frequency signal [21] . Fig. 8 gives a measured result of the 3 dB linewidth of the beat signal of the 12th-order BS-pair under ÁT ¼ 40 C. The measured result indicates the linewidth of the beat frequency signal is about 10 MHz. This linewidth value corresponds to the temperature resolution of 0.765 C at the 12th-order temperature sensitivity. As for each stable order BS-pair, the linewidth of the beating signal will be sameness. Thus, the temperature resolution value of the proposed temperature sensor under the 12th-order temperature sensitivity will be about 0.765 C. The higher the stable order of the BS wave is selected, the lower the value or the higher the temperature resolution is obtained.
In the proposed MBEFL-based temperature sensor, we found every beating signal spectrum corresponding to each order BS-pair under each temperature variation follows the Gaussian distribution in the ESA. Therefore, through monitoring the center frequency shift of the beat signal spectrum, the temperature variation can be easily detected. When selecting high-order BS-pair to detect temperature, we can ignore the multi-longitudinal-mode effect except for the high fineness temperature variation measurement. In addition, the signal analysis and demodulation is very simple and low cost: only direct low frequency measurement is required. Furthermore, due to the all-fiber structure and the sensing head is only SMF the temperature sensor can be used to measure a temperature as high as about 1000 C. Possible disadvantages of the proposed temperature sensor are its dimension and the non-uniform of the signal-to-noise ratios of the beat frequency signals, because of the long fibers in the two cavities and the non-flatten multiwavelengths. But through optimizing the optical structure [22] - [24] , the system performance can be improved further.
Conclusion
In conclusion, an MBEFL-based temperature sensor has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The measurements show a high sensitivity of 13.08 MHz= C and a tunable sensitivity with the step of 1.09 MHz= C. The selectable sensitivity is achieved by using an ultranarrow tunable optical filter to select the same order Brillouin Stokes from the mixed outputs of the sensing MBEFL and the reference MBEFL. There are not cross-Stokes beat frequency signals due to selecting a single BS-pair to beat. The signal-to-noise ratio of the beat frequency signal will be higher. In addition, it is more convenient to monitor the signals. The system is based on the low-frequency electrical domain detection of the beat frequency which only needs photodetector with low bandwidth. The linewidth of the beat frequency signal is about 10 MHz and gives a temperature resolution of about 0.765 C when the 12th-order temperature sensitivity is used. At the 12th-order sensitivity, the measured temperature error is about 0:23 C ðAE0:115 CÞ under the temperature variation of 40 C. The proposed high sensitivity and tunable sensitivity temperature sensor may provide a relative low-cost solution for temperature or strain variation detection applications.
